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Caesar Augustus

A board game by Edward Seager

Introduction

Caesar Augustus is a historical game of strategy set in the Roman Civil War period for 2-5 players.
You will take the role of a Roman general, one of many, who is competing to gain absolute power 
over Rome and its territories. In order to become victorious you will need to deploy political 
diplomacy as well as military strength.

The game is primarily an Area Control game with elements of worker placement and card drafting 
mechanisms. 
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The map

Object of the Game

Each round, each player moves their General and then chooses an action in order to try and 
improve their position. The options are:

• Bribe the Senate
• Move Armies
• Create a new Army
• Draft Soldiers (expand your armies)

Players choose their action in secret and when all players are ready they are revealed and resolved 
one at a time starting with the current leader and proceeding clockwise.
e.g. Current leader chose Move and then decides where to move to, 2nd player chose Bribe and 
chooses which senator to bribe. 

At the end the round, each player gains popularity in any new territories under the control of their 
army or general, and the player to their left becomes the leader

The game lasts for 10 turns, after which time the player with the most Victory Points (VP) wins 
the game.

You can gain Victory Points in 4 ways:
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1. Triumph! Attack and defeat another general in battle. You score VPs for winning battles and
major victories.

2. Capture. Capture an opponent’s General to gain 1VP

3. Popularity: At the end of the game, each player is awarded a VP for each territory that they 
control.

4. Conquest of Italy: Whichever player controls Italy is awarded 10VP rather than the usual 
1VP for the territory. It is possible to have gained control of Rome in two different ways:  

1. Controlling the senate and her armies, having bribed the majority of the senate.

2. The senate have been defeated by the end of the game, and the player has gained a 
popularity on Rome itself.

Concepts

Game Board

The game board is divided into Territories, which are the named, brightly coloured land areas of 
the map. These territories constitute the Roman Empire during the Civil War period. If a player 
chooses to Move his armies, he may only move them between adjacent territories. Territories 
which are connected by a dashed white line, which denotes sea travel are also considered to be 
adjacent.

Italy is a special territory because at the start of the game, the neutral Senate controls Italy. Players
will compete to Conquer the territory which is highly prized, and may lead to determining the 
victor of Caesar Augustus.

The map also shows foreign lands which have names written against the dark regions around the 
edge of the map, and may not be entered.

Generals

Each general has a token representing himself and at the start of each turn, may move to anywhere 
on the map. There are tactical bonuses offered by moving the general:

• Gaining popularity in new territories.

• Moving to Rome in order to protect your senators from being bribed by other players.

• Gaining additional soldiers when drafting or creating new armies

• Rallying your soldiers to fight again during battles. 
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At the start of the game, select a general from below (for a 2 player game choose only between 
Octavian and Mark Anthony; for > 2 players add in the other generals in the following order)

1. Octavian (yellow)

• Caesar’s Heir: Start the game with one popularity in Numidia.

• Starts in Africa

2. Mark Anthony (blue)

• Support of the Legions: Due to spending the majority of his life campaigning with Caesar, 
Mark Anthony starts the game with one extra Legion in Army I.

• Starts in Gaul

3. Lepidus (green)

• Senate’s Favour: Starts the game with 1 senator under his influence.

• Starts in Spain Illyricum

4. Brutus (purple)

• Caesar’s murderer: Start the game with one popularity on Galatia and Cappadocia

• Starts in Asia-Minor

5. Cassius (white)

• Fighting for the republic: Start the game with one extra Legion in Army I

• Starts in Egypt

Brutus and Cassius are allied throughout the game and cannot attack each other

Soldiers and Armies

Each player commands up to 4 Armies numbered I, II, III and IV. Army I starts on the board and 
other armies may be Created on the players turn.
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Armies are made up of Soldiers, which are depicted as cards. When soldiers are Drafted they are 
placed underneath the corresponding Army card and hidden out of view. Each Soldier card has a 
name and a strength associated with it betweens 1 to 5.

The strength of the armies is hidden by the fog-of-war, which means that each opposing general is 
never quite sure of the strength they are fighting. This is due to the number and strength of the 
soldiers being hidden underneath the Army card. Only when a Battle occurs do the players reveal 
their soldiers.

Popularity

Popularity represents whether the Plebeians of a particular territory support your General. Each 
general starts with 1 popularity in their starting territory and may extend their popularity by 
moving their General and Armies 

Increasing your popularity is the primary way to score Victory Points at the end of the game.

Having popularity also allows you to Create new armies on those territories.

The Senate

The senate is the voice of Rome and upholds the legitimacy of the Republic. The senate is made up
of senators who’s influence you may compete for in order to increase your chances of gaining 
control of Rome. There are a number of Roman senators in the game equal to one more than the 
number of players (e.g. 3 senators in a 2 player game). Senators start in a senate pool which 
means they are not under the influence of any general.

If a player chooses to Bribe the senate each General in Italy he gets to take control of one senator. 
Any player who holds a majority in the senate will control Italy at that time, including command 
of the senate’s army.

Setup

1. Each player places his chosen general figure along with Army token I at the specified starting 
territory. 

2. Players place 1 popularity symbol on their starting territory

3. Each player places all of their Army cards I, II, II and IV in front of them.
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4. Players draws 1 Legion card from the soldier deck and places it under their Army I card

5. Players take any starting bonuses.

6. Shuffle the remaining Soldier cards)

7. Each player takes a set of action tokens (Move, Bribe, Draft, Army)

8. Place a popularity (RED) on Italy and also place an Army (RED) belonging to the senate on 
Italy and draw three soldier cards to be placed below the senate’s Army card (without any players 
seeing their strength)

9. Place remaining senators in the senate pool. There are number of players + 1 senators used in 
the game.

10. Pass the Leader token to Octavian.

Game Turn

1. Move Your General. Each player, starting with Leader and proceeding clockwise may 
move their general to any territory on the map, as long as it does not contain an opposing 
player’s army* or opposing General.

1. You do not have to move your General, he can remain where he is unless he was 
captured the previous turn.

2. *You may move your general to Italy when the Senate’s armies are there. This is 
required to be able to prevent other players bribing your senators. You may not move to
Italy if it is occupied by another player’s army (the Senate’s armies were destroyed)

2. All players then decide whether they want to Move, Bribe, Draft, or Create an Army and 
place their chosen action card face-down in front of them.

3. When all players are ready, starting with the Leader, players reveal their cards and take their
action. Note, the next player does not reveal his action until the current player has taken his
action. e.g. The Leader reveals “Move” and then moves his armies BEFORE the next 
player reveals their action. The actions are:

1. Move one or more of the army tokens on the board to any adjacent territory or further so
long as it starts and passes through territories with friendly popularity. 

1. You must move at least one army if you have chosen this action. You do not have to 
move all of your armies but you may do so if you wish.
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2. If an army starts in a territory with friendly popularity then it may move as far as it 
is able to provided that all of the territories it passes through are also friendly.

3. TODO: DIAGRAM showing friendly movement.

4. You may move all of your armies as if the movement is simultaneous. Armies 
cannot end the Move on the same territory as friendly armies, but armies may 
switch places and pass through each other.

5. If your General starts on the same territory as one of your armies, you may move 
that General with the army to the new territory (allows a bonus during battle)

6. Following a move, if the army is moved into a territory with an opponents army 
then it may not move any further that turn and Battle occurs immediately (see 
Battles) before moving any remaining armies.

7. Following a move, if the army is moved into a territory where the opponents 
General is situated and there are no armies to protect it, then you Capture the 
General and gain 1VP.

2. Bribe the Senate.

1. If there are senators remaining in the senate pool, take one from the pool, otherwise 
choose another player and take a senator from him or her.

1. You must take a remaining senator from the pool if there are any remaining.

2. If your General is in Rome, his senator’s cannot be bribed this turn.

3. If no senator’s are available to be bribed, your turn is forfeit.

2. Senators are placed in front of the player and visible to opponents.

3. Draft soldiers into your armies. For each Army that you have in play, take a soldier card 
from the deck one at a time and place it under each of your Army cards turn

1. You must place the soldier cards under the army cards in the order of drawing them 
starting with Army I (if in play)

2. If your general is in the same territory as one of you Armies, draft a second bonus 
soldier for that Army (it must be placed in that army)

3. Each army may not contain more more than three soldier cards. If the draft would 
cause an army to have more than three soldiers, you may return a soldier to the 
bottom of the soldier deck. i.e. you may return the weakest soldier in the army.
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4. Create an Army. Choose any territory where you have popularity of where your 
General is present to deploy a new Army onto the board.

1. You may not deploy an Army to a territory containing any other armies (friendly or 
opponent’s)

2. Draw a soldier card to be placed under the new army’s card.

3. If your general is in the same territory as the new Army, draft a second bonus 
soldier for that Army (it must be placed in that army)

4. Conduct Elections.

1. If Italy has been conquered by another player (it is no longer RED popularity) the skip 
the elections phase.

2. Otherwise, if any player now holds a majority in the senate, he gains control of the 
senate’s army and Italy (anything RED).It must be a majority

1. 2 player game, you must control 2 senators (because there a 3 in total)

2. 3-4 player game, 3 senators out of 4,5

3. 5 player game, 4 senators out of 6

3. Do not replace the RED army/popularity with your own colour: they still belong to the 
senate which you currently control.

4. If a previous player controlled the senate then he no longer controls the 
senate/armies/Italy

5. A player in control of the senate’s armies may move them on subsequent turn if he 
wishes, e.g. out of Italy

5. Suppress the plebeians. Place a popularity token of each territory containing your Generals 
and each army. Every player gets to do this.

1. If you General has been Captured this turn he cannot Suppress

2. If there is already a popularity token belonging to an opponent on the territory then 
remove it and place it with your own.

3. If you already have a popularity token on this territory then nothing happens.

4. There can only be at most one popularity token on a territory.

6. Pass the Leader card to the next player (clockwise)
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Battle

1. Each player looks at their hand of soldiers, taken from underneath the army card that they 
are fighting. 

2. Battle Round: 

1. Retreat: At the start of the Battle Round defender may choose to retreat instead of 
fighting. The defender moves his entire army to an adjacent territory with friendly 
popularity. 

1. The battle immediately ends see step 4.4 below.

2. The defender may not retreat if there are no adjacent territories with friendly 
popularity.

2. In secret each player selects one of the soldiers to fight in the battle round and places it
face down. When both players are ready they reveal their soldier card and resolve the 
battle round as follows.

3. If the attacking player’s card is higher, they win the round and score 1 victory point. 

4. If the defender’s card is equal or higher than the attacker may send in another solider.

1. The attacker adds another card from his army if he has one. 

2. The defender may also add another soldier card if they have one, or they may 
choose to not add another card.

3.  If the total attacking strength is greater than the defender total strength then the 
attacker wins the battle round and scores 1 VP. 

4. If the defender’s total strength is still equal or higher than the attacker’s strength 
then the attacker may send in another soldier (repeat step 4 of Battle Round).

5. If the defender’s total strength is still equal or higher than the attacker’s then the 
defender wins the round and the battle with a Major Victory for defenders, but no 
victory point is scored. The attacker cannot attack again.

6. All soldiers who fought in the battle round are removed from the game.

1. Once per battle, if either player’s general is in the same territory as the battle, they 
may return one of their soldiers to their army at the end of a battle round. This 
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could allow an attacking player to attack again with the same soldier or a defending
player to defend again (perhaps converting a major victory to a minor victory for 
the attacker)

3. If the attacker won the previous battle round and both the attacker and defender both have 
soldiers remaining, the attacker can choose to attack again, resulting in a new battle round 
to be fought. Or the attacker can choose to stop attacking.

4. Resolve Victory 

1. If the defender won the last battle round then they have won the battle with a Major 
Victory for defenders. If they have no soldiers remaining, they reinforce by drawing a 
new soldier card and placing it in their army.

1. If there are soldiers remaining in the attacking army, move the attacking army back 
to territory that it moved from.

2. If the attacker won the last battle round but there are still defending soldiers remaining, 
they have won the battle with a Minor Victory for attackers. If the attackers have no 
soldiers remaining, draw a new soldier card and place it in their army.

1. Move the attacking army back to territory that it moved from.

3. If the attacker won the last battle round and there are no defending soldiers remaining, 
they have won the battle with a Major Victory for attackers and gain one additional 
Victory Point. If the attackers have no soldiers remaining, draw a new soldier card and
place it in their army.

1. The attacking army remains in the conquered territory.

4. If the defending army chose to retreat at the start of a battle round, the attacking army 
remains in the conquered territory.

5. Remove any army tokens that contain no more soldiers

TODO: End of game after 10 turns. Add up VP for battles, area control, Rome. If player controls 
senate then count them as well for him (e.g. Rome)
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